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ANNOUNCEMENTS
•

HW 10 due next Friday (May 3rd) at 11:45

•

Platform Debates this week; recitation MANDATORY

•

Final Exam rapidly approaching; start reviewing and ask your TA and I if you
want help with old topics
•

Exam is Tuesday, May 14th 6:30 - 8:30 PM

•

Make up is on Thursday, May 16th 10 AM - Noon

•

Must register for makeup with headgrader@gmail.com by 4PM on May
7th
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OUTLINE
• Introduction
• Let’s

to game theory

play some games

• NEXT TIME: Oligopolies
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TOPIC 18
GAME THEORY
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BIG PICTURE
• Why

do we need game theory to study oligopolies?

• How

can we characterize strategies in a game?

• What

is the equilibrium of a game? Specifically, Nash
equilibrium

• What

is the difference in the form and outcome of a
simultaneous-move and sequential-move game?
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OLIGOPOLIES
•

Review
•

With firms in perfect competition, what one firm does has little or no affect
on other firms: no one can adjust price so everyone just does their own thing

•

With the monopoly no other firm exists to interfere with its optimal
production decision

•

When a market has few firms, it known as an oligopoly

•

Think of Coke V. Pepsi or Apple V. Microsoft: what one firm does affects the
other firm (last time studied them in the monopolistic competition framework)

•

For example, if Coke lowers prices a lot, then Pepsi will lose a lot of its market if
it does not also lower price
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OPEC
•

Problem with oligopolies is typically what is good for the group is
different than what is good for the individual firm

•

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is another
famous oligopoly

•

Gains for the group: hold back oil production to keep price high

•

Gains for the individual: in secret lower price a bit or sell more
than the agreed upon production level to gain profit

•

What will end up happening?

•

We need a way to think about strategies and optimal actions
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WHAT IS A GAME?
•

Games have players, actions, and payoffs

•

Players are the people involved in the game making decisions and
getting some utility / reward based on the decision they and other
players make

•

Actions are different choices people can make in the game

•

Payoffs tell us how much utility (or money, or other payoff) a
person gets for each combination of actions of the players

•

Let’s look at an example...
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PRISONER’S DILEMMA
•

One of the most famous games is the prisoner’s dilemma (not with this
specific story...)

•

We will have two players Donald Trump and Herman Cain

•

•

They were caught trying to steal Big Pharma medicine and are now
being kept in separate rooms

•

Each player has two actions: confess or stay silent

•

Payoffs for DT and HC depend on what each of them do

We can organize the payoffs into a payoff matrix
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PD PAYOFF MATRIX
• Here

the payoffs are bad... it tells us how many years jail
Herman Cain and Donald Trump will get for each pair of
actions
Herman
Confess

Confess

H gets 8 yr
D gets 8 yr

Donald

H gets 0 yr

Silent

H gets 20 yr
D gets 0 yr
H gets 1 yr

Silent
D gets 20 yr
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STRATEGIES
•

•

•

A strategy tells us how a player in the
game behaves (here, in response to other
players’ strategies)

Confess

A best response is the strategy that gives a
player the highest possible utility
For example, what if Donald thinks
Herman will confess?
•

•

Herman

Donald’s best choice (strategy) is to
confess as well so he gets 8 yr instead
of 20

What if Donald thinks Herman will stay
silent
•

Confess

Donald

H gets 8 yr
D gets 8 yr
H gets 0 yr

Silent

H gets 20 yr
D gets 0 yr
H gets 1 yr

Silent
D gets 20 yr

D gets 1 yr

Donald’s strategy is to confess so he
gets 0 yr instead of 1
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STRATEGIES
•

Notice that no matter what Herman does, the best response of
Donald is to confess

•

When there is one action that is always better for me than another
no matter what the other players do, we call this a dominant
strategy (i.e. my best response is always the same action)

•

You should check that Herman’s dominant strategy is also to
confess

•

So no matter what Donald does Herman is better off by confessing
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NASH EQUILIBRIUM
•

The concept of equilibrium in a game
is more nuanced than in an economy

•

There are many equilibrium
“concepts”, but the most common is
the Nash equilibrium

•

A Nash equilibrium is a set of
strategies (one for each player) so
that each player’s strategy is optimal
given how the other players behave

•

Again, let’s see an example...
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NASH EQUILIBRIUM
•

What is the Nash equilibrium here?

•

Go through each pair of strategies
(each box) and figure out if each
player’s action is optimal given what
the other is doing

•

•

•

For (Silent, Silent), Donald would
rather confess if Herman is silent
and vice versa
For (Silent, Confess) Donald would
rather confess knowing Herman
would stay silent

Herman

Confess
Confess

Donald

H gets 8 yr
D gets 8 yr
H gets 0 yr

Silent

H gets 20 yr
D gets 0 yr
H gets 1 yr

Silent
D gets 20 yr

D gets 1 yr

For (Confess, Silent) Herman would
rather confess knowing Donald
would stay silent
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NASH EQUILIBRIUM
•

•

•

•

But for (Confess, Confess)
neither Herman or Donald
would want to deviate
That is given Herman is playing
(confess) Donald is playing his
best strategy
Given what Donald is doing
(confess) Herman is playing his
best strategy

Herman

Confess
Confess

Donald

H gets 8 yr
D gets 8 yr
H gets 0 yr

Silent

H gets 20 yr
D gets 0 yr
H gets 1 yr

Silent
D gets 20 yr

D gets 1 yr

So (Confess, Confess) is a
Nash equilibrium
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EQUILIBRIUM EFFICIENCY
•

So if we left Donald and Herman to their own devices, they would both
choose to confess and both would get 8 years in jail

•

Is this Pareto efficient?

•

No, we could improve the welfare of both players by choosing different
actions

•

Notice that they could be doing much better if they could find a way to
cooperate and both stay silent (they would only get 1 year in jail each)

•

What type of commitment device is there for two guys locked in separate
cells being pressured to confess, though?
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BATTLE OF THE SEXES
•

Nash equilibria are not necessarily unique

•

Another famous game is the Battle of the Sexes:
•

Suppose my girlfriend and I are debating whether to rent Twilight or go
see Die Hard

•

We both have our first preference but are only happy when we are
together

•

Our players: Me, girlfriend

•

Our actions: Rent Twilight, Go see Die Hard
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BATTLE OF THE SEXES
•

•

This time we measure payouts
in utils so more is better

Girlfriend

Twilight

Consider my best strategies first
•

•

If I believe she will go see Die
Hard, I will choose to see Die
Hard
If I believe she will go see
Twilight, I will choose to se
Twilight
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She gets 1

Die Hard
She gets 0

Twilight

Me

I get 3 utils
She gets 0

I get 0 utils
She gets 3

Die Hard
I get 0 utils

I get 1 util
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BATTLE OF THE SEXES
•

•

•

Notice her best strategies given
what I do are the same
Notice neither player has a
dominant strategy
What are the Nash equilibria
(there are two) here?
•

•

Notice that given that I see
MOVIE, my girlfriend’s best
strategy to watch MOVIE

Girlfriend

Twilight

She gets 1

Die Hard
She gets 0

Twilight

Me

I get 3 utils
She gets 0

I get 0 utils
She gets 3

Die Hard
I get 0 utils

I get 1 util

And vice versa
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SEQUENTIAL GAME
•

So far we have focused on simultaneous move games so my girlfriend and I had
no chance to coordinate the movie

•

We can also think about sequential games, in which one player chooses his/her
action and then the other does

•

Suppose my girlfriend chooses which movie to see first, and then I do, what is the
equilibrium?

•

•

The girlfriend will choose to watch Die Hard knowing I won’t go off and watch
Twilight if I know she choose Die Hard

•

Given that she told me she is watching Die Hard, I will indeed watch Die Hard with
her

So the equilibrium now is (Die Hard, Die Hard); I get 1 util and she gets 3
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FIRST MOVER ADVANTAGE
•

In the previous example, the girl performed better because she could
commit to the show first and knew I would be forced to watch Die
Hard

•

We call the benefit of moving first in a sequential game first mover
advantage

•

Suppose now I agreed beforehand with my friends to dress like
Angela Merkel if I went to see Die Hard; I dislike dressing in women’s
clothing so I would suffer -10 utility

•

What is the payoff matrix now?
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SEQUENTIAL GAME
•

•

•

•

Now notice it is not straightforward
for my girlfriend to pick Die Hard; I
may decide to see Twilight instead
In this type of situation, we need to
figure out the equilibrium by
moving backwards
That is figure out what the second
mover will do given what the first
does

Twilight

She gets 1

Die Hard
She gets 0

Twilight

Me

I get 3 utils
She gets 0

I get 0 utils
She gets 3

Die Hard

Then the first mover will choose
between the two actions based on
which gives her higher utility
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Girlfriend

I get -10 utils

I get -9 util
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SEQUENTIAL GAME
•

•

•

•

•

Given that my girlfriend chooses Die
Hard, I would choose to watch
Twilight

Girlfriend

Twilight

Given she chooses Twilight, I would
choose to watch Twilight
Now my girlfriend makes her
decision: she can choose Die Hard
knowing I will choose Twilight in
response and get 0 utils

She gets 1
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She gets 0

Twilight

Me

Or she could choose Twilight and get
Die
3 utils
The equilibrium is now (Twilight,
Twilight)

Die Hard

I get 3 utils
She gets 0

I get 0 utils
She gets 3

Hard
I get -10 utils

I get -9 util
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COMMITMENT DEVICES
•

This pact to dress like Angela Merkel was a clever way for me to get what I
wanted despite being the second mover

•

Also known as being a brat

•

Historically, this kind of tactic of making an outcome you don’t like very
unattractive is very popular
•

Cortez burned his ships after landing in the Americas to ensure his soldiers
would rather fight the Aztecs rather than flee to the sea

•

Congress created a fiscal cliff at the end of 2012 hoping that the cost of not
compromising would be too high for the two parties not to reach some
agreement (...)
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SUMMARY
•

Strategies are actions that players take in response to the actions of other
players

•

When a player has a dominant strategy, he will play the same action
regardless of the actions of other players

•

A Nash equilibrium of a game is a set of actions, with an assignment for
each player, such that the action of each player is his or her best response
given the actions of all other players

•

In a simultaneous move game, players move at the same time; in a sequential
move game, players move in some order which typically changes the
equilibria of a game
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